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Progressive luxury meets creative excellence.
A design collaboration between BMW and Patricia Urquiola.
Munich. When a plan was hatched to create a very special stage for the
new flagship models in BMW’s product portfolio, Senior Vice President
BMW Group Design Adrian van Hooydonk, Milan-based architect and
designer Patricia Urquiola and BMW Welt got together to consider the
task at hand. Their collaboration resulted in a new space that will also
showcase the new BMW 7 series starting from 16 January. A particular
highlight of the project is the design of the flooring, the pattern of the
322-square-metre surface produced with the help of cutting-edge 3Dprinting technology and moulded with terrazzo into a coherent whole.
Metallic mesh curtains and a lounge area featuring original works by
Urquiola provide the backdrop for this intriguingly unorthodox
presentation space.
The inimitable architecture and singular concept behind BMW Welt make
it the perfect venue for a design collaboration to take flight. More than just
a showpiece building where the company’s products and brands are
brought to life and presented within their respective experience worlds,
BMW Welt also sets out to display the exhibits within unique and very
special settings, and to create inspirational moments for visitors. To
ensure it also delivers on this mission for the new flagship models in the
BMW range, BMW Welt has taken a new approach with the creation of an
exhibition – in tandem with BMW Group Design and Patricia Urquiola –
that embodies a new understanding of luxury, stimulating aesthetics and
self-shaping individuality.
The relationship and respect between van Hooydonk and Urquiola date
back many years, so the decision to invite Urquiola to Munich to find out
more about this exceptional project was an obvious one. After all, when it
came to the stage design for its new flagship models, BMW was
particularly keen to find a partner who shared its interpretation of luxury.
Indeed, van Hooydonk and Urquiola both view luxury as the product of
design that offers people something special and allows them the time to
relax and enjoy.
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“For me, luxury today means having time. The time we spend in
our cars will get increasingly personal and important. For this
reason, we need to design the space inside them to make the time
we’re there as pleasant as possible. When we talk about luxury
nowadays, we refer to ‘modern’ luxury, one element of which is
always a combination of innovation and technology,” explains
Adrian van Hooydonk, Senior Vice President BMW Group Design.
In her design, Patricia Urquiola has expanded on the theme of “freedom”,
one which she feels best describes luxury. BMW considers this idea of
freedom part of any design alliance, and the creative conversation is
always a focal point when a potential partner is invited to Munich. The
collaboration with Urquiola centred around the BMW Concept M8 Gran
Coupe. For BMW, this car embodies the perfect blend of high
performance and luxury. The concept car’s exclusive paint shade recalled
the colour gradients of the mystic and poetic Northern Lights – and BMW
photographed it against the blue/green shimmer of a frozen lake. Urquiola
drew inspiration from this modern staging concept in her transformation
of the space at BMW Welt.
The end result at BMW Welt is a standout design for the presentation of
BMW’s new flagship models – inviting, modern and radiating warmth. This
combination of wellbeing and humanity, innovation and technology can
also be found in the design of the floor. Classic terrazzo teams up with
cutting-edge 3D-printing technology and brings a feeling of organic lines
to the 3D-printed elements.
Both BMW Design, as an industry innovator, and Patricia Urquiola, as a
renounced architect and designer, are firm believers in progress, the
constant exploration and stretching of boundaries. For Urquiola, the
freedom to pull at the limits was a particularly attractive element of the
design collaboration with BMW Welt and BMW Group Design.
“I liked the idea of applying a fresh technique to create what you
might call new territory within the space. So, I used these filters in
the metal mass to incorporate a kind of movement. It was a totally
new and exciting way of thinking about a space for me,” explains
Urquiola.
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This leftfield approach also impressed Adrian van Hooydonk when he first
saw Urquiola’s initial drafts. Urquiola used her surface design to translate,
extremely intuitively, the apparently fractured ice surface, green colour
(which appears to change in tone against different lights) and Northern
Lights from the photo shoot for the BMW Concept M8 Gran Coupe into a
luxurious in-house installation. This freedom of thought, coupled with her
creative talent, allows Urquiola to create spaces and environments that
make way different perspectives. Indeed, Urquiola sees people and their
needs as both driving forward and setting the pace of the design process
– something else she has in common with BMW.
This is the second design collaboration between Urquiola and BMW
Group Design (the first was in 2010), and again it aims to explore creativity
together and challenge existing boundaries. Adrian van Hooydonk has no
doubt as to the rewards of this latest project with Urquiola:
“What I admire about Patricia’s work is that she approaches design
from a human perspective. She creates exquisite products and
luxurious spaces – but always with a warm heart, a central thread of
humanity and a personal narrative. I admire that because it’s
something we also channel into our design processes at BMW
Design. Patricia is, in my view, not only a fantastic person, she’s
also an outstanding partner to work with on creative projects and
one who I value highly.”
The creative joining of forces between BMW Group Design and Patricia
Urquiola – and the mixture of premium materials and leading-edge
technology involved – can now be experienced live at BMW Welt in
Munich.
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In the event of enquiries please contact:
Sophie Seidenath, BMW Group Innovation & Design Communications
Tel.: +49-89-382-27473
E-mail: Sophie.Seidenath@bmwgroup.com
Steven Wörns, BMW Group Innovation & Design Communications
Mobile: +49-151-601-16992
E-mail: Steven.Woerns@bmw.com
Benjamin Titz, Head of BMW Group Innovation, Design & Motorsport Communications
Tel.: +49-89-382-22998
E-mail: presse@bmw.de

BMW Welt – at the heart of the brand, on the pulse of the city
With more than 3 million visitors per year, BMW Welt in Munich is Bavaria's most visited attraction
and has become a real magnet for visitors since its opening in 2007. With its iconic architecture,
BMW Welt is the heart of all the brands in the BMW Group – BMW, the sub-brands BMW M and
BMW i, MINI, Rolls-Royce Motor Cars and BMW Motorrad, which are impressively presented in
their own worlds of experience. But it is not only the exhibitions and the collection of new vehicles
that are highlights for car lovers from all over the world. Visitors can enjoy a year-round programme
of varied events covering culture, art and entertainment as well as a popular event location for over
400 external events per year. The various restaurants of the BMW Welt offer a variety of culinary
delights up to star gastronomy. In the BMW Welt Junior Campus, children and youngsters can
enjoy exciting guided tours and workshops on the themes of mobility and sustainability.
The BMW Group
With its four brands BMW, MINI, Rolls-Royce and BMW Motorrad, the BMW Group is the world’s
leading premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium
financial and mobility services. The BMW Group production network comprises 30 production and
assembly facilities in 14 countries; the company has a global sales network in more than 140
countries.
In 2018, the BMW Group sold over 2,490,000 passenger vehicles and more than 165,000 motorcycles
worldwide. The profit before tax in the financial year 2017 was € 10.655 billion on revenues amounting
to € 98.678 billion. As of 31 December 2017, the BMW Group had a workforce of 129,932 employees.
The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible
action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout the
value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving
resources as an integral part of its strategy.
www.bmwgroup.com
Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/BMWGroup
Twitter: http://twitter.com/BMWGroup
YouTube: http://www.youtube.com/BMWGroupView
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bmwgroup
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company/bmw

